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1 of 1 review helpful Unforgettable and intense By Lena Petlik A powerful book with unforgettable remarkable 
characters that are very well built in their flaws as much as in their strength It is amazing how the author makes such a 
gripping a book in which we only get to know the relationship between the characters through letters they write to 
each other We see love hatred passion good deeds evilness hope despair an Seven years after their divorce Ilana breaks 
the bitter silence with a letter to Alex a world renowned authority on fanaticism begging for help with their rebellious 
adolescent son Boaz One letter leads to another and so evolves a correspondence between Ilana and Alex Alex and 
Michel Ilana rsquo s Moroccan husband Alex and his Mephistophelian Jerusalem lawyer mdash a correspondence 
between mother and father stepfather and stepson father and son ea From Publishers Weekly Although they have been 
divorced seven years Ilana an Israeli is still obsessed with her abusive brilliant ex husband Alex now a university 
professor in Chicago She writes asking him to parcel out some of his considerable wealth and 
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